
CAPABILITIES

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The field of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has grown well beyond an 
environment limited to expert users. GIS drives a multitude of solutions that 
meet government agencies’ mission needs. As the demand for GIS technologies 
continues to grow across government agencies, so does disparate GIS capability. 
When commercial-off-the-shelf capabilities are insufficient, Bowhead develops 
solutions-based applications that enable informed, efficient, and cost-effective 
geospatial operations and decisions. Our development of centralized,  
enterprise-level GIS solutions standardize GIS tools and technology while  
reducing cost, increasing efficiency, and driving mission accomplishment.
 
BOWHEAD GIS SOLUTIONS
For more than 11 years, Bowhead has been a leading provider of GIS solutions to 
federal agency customers. We are an ESRI Business Partner with experience and 
expertise that allow us to create and implement enterprise-level GIS solutions 
and services. Our award-winning GIS subject matter experts have extensive 
experience and an excellent, demonstrated track record of developing and 
implementing customized, integrated GIS solutions to U.S. Government agencies. 
Our mission-critical GIS projects and systems are scaled to specific agency 
requirements and include current, successful deliveries to the Department of 
Transportation (DOT) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).

BOWHEAD SUCCESS STORIES
• GeoPlatform—This ArcGIS-based portal received the 2013 ESRI Special 

Achievement in GIS (SAG) Award. Bowhead GIS professionals were 
instrumental in the application development of the USACE Geospatial 
Platform (GeoPlatform) published by the Mobile District’s Spatial Data Branch 
(CESAM-OP-J). GeoPlatform is the CESAM-OP-J implementation of the ESRI 
Portal for ArcGIS. GeoPlatform empowered USACE staff of all GIS skill levels to 
use web services data to create their own maps and the implementation of 
Portal  for ArcGIS in the CESAM-OP-J established GeoPlatform as an essential 
GIS tool for all USACE branches and districts.
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GIS CAPABILITIES
Bowhead offers proven solutions 
to effectively leverage GIS in a 
variety of roles: 

• Project Management
• GIS Mapping, Development, 

and Analysis Support
• Hardware/Software 

Maintenance and 
Development

• Lab & Field Testing and 
Equipment

• Database Management
• Technical Library Services 

and Information Exchange
• IT Systems Development 

and Support
• Technical Writing and 

Editing
• Research, Development, 

Testing and  
Evaluation (RDT&E)

• Conference, Presentation, 
and Administrative Support 

• Automated Information 
Systems
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• CorpsMap—CorpsMap is a web-based enterprise-level Geographic 
Information System (GIS) designed to provide a single geospatial interface for 
all national-level USACE databases. USACE employees use CorpsMap to gain 
insight into the geographical interactions of various data sources in order to 
manage emergencies. Bowhead GIS professionals modified CorpsMap 2.7 
to integrate the Civil Works Aquatic Ecosystem Restoration Business Line 
Database (ERBLD) and the Civil Works Project Mitigation and ESA Compliance 
Database (CWPMD), thereby making these important databases accessible to 
any federal agency.

• eHydro—Bowhead subject matter experts comprised a critical portion of 
the USACE eHydro Hydrographic Survey team. The team developed, tested, 
and released eHydro version 3.8, which offloads work from the client 
application by writing survey data to the USACE enterprise geodatabase 
using a geoprocessing service. This release reduced survey upload time from 
several minutes to twenty seconds or less; simplified product support since 
changes to the geoprocessing service do not require publishing updates to 
the eHydro Console application; and led to more USACE districts publishing 
their hydrographic surveys in a timely manner.

• FDIF—In conjunction with USACE Field Research Facility (FRF), Bowhead 
GIS professionals developed, tested, and released a version of the USACE 
FRF Integration Framework (FDIF) desktop tools, which are comprised of 
sequential geoprocessing steps applied to elevation datasets. The desktop 
tools provide surface-difference calculations, transect profile graphs, data 
upload and download, and other functionality. The procedures, some of 
which are automated, transfer data from a user’s desktop, transpose it into a 
Spatial Data Standards for Facilities, Infrastructure, and Environment (SDSFIE)-
compliant database, and then append it to an existing geospatial dataset that 
is accessible through a web service on the FRF Data Portal, thereby ensuring 
that costly datasets are appropriately archived with the required metadata. 

• eCoastal—eCoastal is the CESAM-OP-J SDSFIE-compliant geodatabase 
template and a series of comprehensive ArcGIS applications. USACE coastal 
engineers use eCoastal to plan and predict regional and local coastal 
processes and actions. Bowhead GIS professionals developed customized 
GIS applications that retrieve pertinent hydrologic information, extract 
dredging information from district databases via reporting tools, and create 
bathymetric profiles and volume changes. These application solutions 
provide engineers and scientists with tools to visualize spatial data, perform 
engineering analysis, allow users to easily understand and analyze more 
data in less time, and provide a mechanism to convert the data into useful 
information in a cost-effective and timely manner.

The Bowhead family of companies are subsidiaries  
within the UIC Government Services Division of the  

Ukpeaġvik Iñupiat Corporation, an Alaska Native Corporation.

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (GIS) - continued

CONTRACT VEHICLES
We offer our services through a 
number of government contract 
vehicles. We work with our 
government acquisitions partners 
to provide greater flexibility and 
options for services through these 
vehicles: 

• GSA IT Schedule 70
• GSA Alliant 
• SeaPort-e
• OASIS

ANC SOLE SOURCE ADVANTAGES
Measured in weeks rather than 
months, an ANC sole source 
procurement with Bowhead is 
six times faster than a standard 
procurement. In addition:

• Timeline for an ANC sole 
source award is 3-4 weeks

• Elimination of pre-award 
schedule risk due to the non-
protestable nature of ANC 
sole source procurements 
per 13 CFR 124.517

• The Government may award 
sole source contracts to 
ANC 8(a) companies up to 
$22M without Justification 
and Approval (J&A) and 
more than $22M with 
J&A, offering an unlimited 
threshold
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